LEarning and TEaching Corpora (LETEC): data-sharing and repository for research on multimodal interactions
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The number of online environments language teachers can employ is constantly growing, offering increased potential for multimodal L2 interaction analysis. This paper introduces the LEarning and TEaching Corpora (LETEC) methodology that links, following international standards, all elements resulting from an online learning situation, whose context is described by a pedagogical scenario and a research protocol. The corpus components include the learning design, the research protocol, the interaction data, all participants' productions and licences relating to ethics and access rights. An XML schema allows interactions from different tools and environments to be stored and described in a standardized way, facilitating data analysis.

We explore the stages for building LETEC; from the design of an online course to analysis phases and the diffusion of results, and describe the Mulce repository developed for sharing these corpora. We then focus on ways LETEC methodology may contribute to sustaining CALL research beyond the hype of the latest online environment. Firstly, the methodology's successive research phases allow for data to be examined from both research and pedagogical angles. Secondly, the decomposition of online environments by their communication modes and modalities offers a systematic approach to studying a range of online learning environments. Thirdly, the open-data that LETEC corpora generate are shared via a corpus repository and can be reused by researchers, not necessarily involved in the learning event, to perform cumulative or contrastive analyses. The paper concludes by discussing our current perspectives: the development of pedagogical corpora to train pre-service language teachers out of in-world situations, built upon multimodal materials from global LETEC corpora.
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1. Introduction

The number of online environments language teachers can employ is constantly growing, offering increased potential for L2 interaction analysis. However, research cannot necessarily keep up with technology innovation. One danger is that CALL research will reinvent the wheel each time a new technology emerges. Sharing research situations in formats that allow comparisons between interactions in different online environments will help CALL research to better understand L2 interaction across different multimodal environments.
This paper introduces the Learning and Teaching Corpora (LETEC) methodology that links, following international standards, all elements resulting from an online learning situation. We introduce the methodology for building LETEC, contrasting it with that of learner corpora, and describe the Mulce repository (Mulce-repository, 2011) developed for corpora sharing. We then suggest ways in which LETEC contribute to sustaining CALL research.

2. Learning and Teaching Corpora

In the language-learning domain, learner corpora (Granger, 2002; Meunier et al., 2011) are exploited for Second Language Acquisition research. Frequently comprising data from test situations (Reffay et al., 2008) and used in learner-native speaker comparative studies (Boulot et al., 2012), learner corpora focus on learners’ productions and consider neither other course participants (tutors, native speakers...) nor the learning context.

LETEC “collect in a systematic and structured way all the data from interactions which occur during a course that is partially or entirely online” (Chanier & Ciekanski, 2010:para59). All course participations and their productions and interactions are considered. The pedagogical scenario forms an integrated component, to inform studies into learning environments’ affordances or pedagogical design.

LETEC comprise a XML “manifest” describing the corpus’ components: the learning design (pedagogical scenario), the research protocol, the interaction data and participants’ productions (instantiation of the pedagogical scenario), and licences relating to ethics and access rights (Fig.1). The structure allows for subparts of components to be linked. For example, a researcher examining interaction data from a textchat session can understand, from the pedagogical scenario, the session’s objectives and technical context and, by referring to the research protocol, the data collection and anonymization methodologies.

Fig1. LETEC components

The notion of LETEC was developed within a French national research project (Mulce-documentation, 2011) and conforms to criteria suggested by Chanier & Ciekanski (2010) if the term ‘corpus’ be employed (Fig2).
3. LETEC contributions to sustaining CALL research

This section presents leads offered by LETEC for helping sustain CALL research.

3.1. Successive research phases

The LETEC approach to data collection, structuring and analysis is composed of successive phases (Fig3).

Prior to the site of experiment, research questions are formulated. A pedagogical scenario is elaborated and the conditions under which to conduct the experiment prepared. In parallel, a research protocol is designed around the experiment. During the online course, data is collected according to this. In the data organisation phase, a process of data display is performed on the pedagogical scenario and research protocol, and the data collected are anonymised before being structured into a global LETEC corpus and deposited on the Mulce repository (Mulce-repository, 2011). Structured using an XML schema, interactions from different tools and environments are described in a standardized way. They are
described by metadata, allowing on the corpora repository, researchers to search for corpora according to different criteria (Fig4).

Fig4. Mulce-repository search criteria

Post research includes data transcription. In the Mulce LETEC methodology, transcriptions are characterized by communication modes and modalities. This allows a systematic approach to studying online environments. If new environments present new modalities these are added to the transcription methodology and Mulce metadata, rather than new methodologies being invented each time new technologies emerge. For example, Wigham & Chanier (2013), details how new nonverbal modalities present in the synthetic world Second Life were accounted for in relation to verbal modalities (audio and textchat) identified during earlier studies which used the audiographic conferencing environment Lyceum (Ciekanski & Chanier, 2008).

The interaction data’s multimodal transcription leads to the production of a distinguished LETEC. A distinguished corpus includes a particular transformation of a selected part of the global corpus. For example, the transformation of a video file into an XML/text file of the transcribed interaction data and its associated metadata. Following transcription, data analyses are performed. The data transformations conducted during these (e.g. data annotation or coding) are structured into other distinguished corpora. These do not copy the structured data available in the global corpus upon which the post research was performed, but refer to the latter data and only add the transformed data for the specific analysis.

Distinguished corpora help sustain CALL research by giving value to the researcher’s analyses. The analysed data can be presented in parallel with results and distinguished corpora can be cited in papers/articles. Explicit connexions and open access (Open Data, 2012) between data and publications enhance CALL research quality with possibilities offered to the research community for validity and reliability checks and reuse of data (see 3.2).

In a final phase, extracts of LETEC are currently being developed into teacher-training resources. Pedagogical corpora are based on a reflective approach to teacher training and offer the possibility to observe, examine and explore selected parts of a LETEC with reference to a lead that has been identified within the research analyses performed. Reusing research data in pedagogical contexts aids widen CALL research’s applicability.
3.2. Reusability of Open Data

In online learning situations, the replication of the ecological context is practically impossible to obtain: “collaborative online learning situations have a number of variables difficult to control” (Reffay et al., 2012). If the same learning design is reused with different participants, the observable phenomenon will not necessarily be the same. Structuring online interactions as LETEC allows researchers, not necessarily involved in the learning event, to be able to reuse the data for further cumulative or contrastive analyses.

For example, the distinguished corpus ‘mce-arch21-modality-textchat’ (Wigham, 2013) contains data from Content and Language Integrated Learning sessions in the synthetic world Second Life, annotated with respect to a study concerning textchat usage for feedback (Wigham & Chanier, 2012). In Rodrigues & Wigham (in print) this annotated data was reused: a further annotation layer of XML was added to study problematic vocabulary points’ resolution. Structured corpora present advantages for research teams: Each researcher has his individual research questions but each researcher’s analysis enriches the corpus. Analyses can thus be cumulated. This is facilitated by the fact that LETEC are structured using a set of documented structured XML formalisms (Reffay et al., 2012) rendering online interaction data autonomous from any platform, in a tool agnostic form and thus increasing data longevity. For example, data format can be adapted to become input for annotation tools (lexicometric, multimodal tools (Ciekanski & Chanier, ibid)). Natural Language Processing techniques can also be applied to interactions and new annotation layers added (see examples in Mulce-Repository (2013) and explanations in Mulce-Documentation (2013).

LETÉC open data are also being reused in projects related to fields other than that of language learning. The CoMéRé project (2013) aims to gather CMC corpora that will be integrated into the future reference corpus of French Language. Within a European context, CoMéRé will propose a TEI extension adapted for CMC communication.

4. Conclusions and Perspectives

After having gathered data from online language learning situations, which occurred between 2001 and 2011 (the Mulce-repository is still open for new deposits), defined the LETEC structure, and applied it to CALL research purposes, we now face the challenge of developing pedagogical corpora. By “developing” we not only mean defining their structure (i.e. ways of extracting data – video, audio, transcripts of interactions, views of the pedagogical scenario, linking them to tasks for trainee language teachers), but also integrating them into teacher-training classrooms. Our first pedagogical corpora will be online this summer. Finding a rational path for their integration into teacher training courses is another issue.

Language teacher trainers are used to training pre-service teachers in using software, websites, and learning material repositories (e.g. MERLOT world languages (1997)). When trainers want their students to gain skills in developing online learning situations based on interactive, multimodal environments, they generally have recourse to the reading of CALL literature disconnected from actual data and/or participation in experiments integrated into the academic year where their students act as learners or tutors. In the latter case, these pre-service teachers may fall into the trap of only considering their current individual experience. If the teacher trainers introduce a reflection-in-practice process around the online experiment to share experiences, it becomes difficult to manage: students’ materials are often heterogeneous and quickly extracted from the on-going experiment. Carefully documented and selected materials put into their original context would be very helpful. This will come from pedagogical corpora.

Training pre-service teachers out of in-world situations, built upon multimodal materials (carefully analysed with respect to theoretical viewpoints) is not simply a concern of the language-learning field. There is extensive experience coming from teacher training in physical education (Roche & Gal-Petitfaux, 2012). Our current interest in pedagogical corpora is thus now becoming an inter-disciplinary project.
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